Château Monfort
BOUTIQUE HOTEL A MILANO

Château Monfort is a Milanese historical
building from the early twentieth century. The
architet is Paolo Mezzanotte, know as master of
Liberty.
This unique neo-romantic jewel face on Piazza
Tricolore in the Monfort district and it is an
elegant five-star boutique hotel since 2012.
Château Monfort is also part of the exclusive
Relais & Châteaux collection, a symbol of
excellence in 60 countries of the world.

A fairytale wedding in the heart of Milan
Château Monfort is magical Urban Castle with a warm and delicate atmospheres, it is a 5-star hotel in the heart of
Milan, an exclusive venue where dreams of love become true.
"Sala dell'Incantesimo" is decorated with pastel shades and floral details on the walls, "Sala delle Segrete" is a smaller
reception room perfect with an imperial table and finally the Mezzanotte Lounge Bar is a suggestive winter garden
distinguished by a crystal dome which highlights the colors and nuances of the sky.
If you are looking for a unique and romantic location, the Rubacuori Restaurant and our Chef Domenico Mozzillo
will delight you with flavors of Italian tradition wisely revisited in a modern and creative style.
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Lounge bar Mezzanotte

Ristorante Rubacuori
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Our services
The bride and groom can customize the wedding menu together with the Chef according to
their tastes and needs.
The Chef is also available to make the wedding cake of dreams.
A luxury car rental service can be arranged to give a touch of class to the event.
If the couple wishes, they can have an exclusive relaxing experience in our Spa "Amore &
Psiche".
The bride and groom can choose the room they prefer for their first night, among all the
different evocative interiors.
Professionists are available to create the ideal floral decorations for such a special day.
The bride and groom can take advantage of our wedding specialist's advice and support.

For more information and reservations:
Corso Concordia 1, 20129 Milano hotelchateaumonfort.com
Tatiana Corvaglia events@hotelchateaumonfort.com

